SSATIS

Hockey Regulations

GRADES/ROSTERS:

1. Grades played include 1<sup>st</sup>, 2<sup>nd</sup>, Year 10, Year 9, Year 8 and Year 7. There may also be divisions if there are too many teams for one roster.
2. If a school enters more than one team on the same division, there will be no interchange of players between the teams without the permission of the Chair of SSATIS.

GAMES/MATCHES:

1. Matches shall be played under the rules of Hockey Tasmania except as herein stated.
2. For Boys: three rounds should be scheduled in conjunction with the Hockey Tasmania School Div 1 roster prior to the State SATIS final. For Girls: two rounds should be scheduled in conjunction with the Hockey Tasmania School Div 1 roster prior to the State SATIS final.
3. Each team must provide one umpire, except in Division 1 where umpires are provided by Hockey Tasmania. Hockey Tasmania will provide umpires for all finals in all divisions.
4. Games will consist of 2 x 25 minute halves with a 5 minute break for half time.
5. The clock will not be stopped throughout the game.
6. There will be no extra time played at the event of a drawn game.
7. The number of players that may be interchanged during a game is five.
8. The results of Division 1 and Division 2 games are to be forwarded to the SSATIS Roster Secretary by 12 noon on the Tuesday following the game. All other results must be forwarded to Hockey Tasmania. Hockey Tasmania is responsible for collating ladders in all other divisions.
9. When opposing schools’ team colours are similar, the first named team on the roster should change their shirt and socks.
10. Once a player has played more than half the roster, in the 1sts, he/she cannot return to the 2nds team. This includes entering the field of play at any stage in the game.

1. The competing schools shall arrange the venue and the time for such a play-off.
2. Should a result not be obtained at the end of normal time in a play-off, extra time of five minutes each way ‘golden goal’ is to be played.
3. In Year 7-10 Rosters and 2nd Grade, in the event that two teams being tied on points at the completion of the roster and a final is unable to be played, the premiership will be shared.
GRAND FINALS:

1. b. Drawn Grand Finals
2. For Years 7 -10 the teams should share the premiership.

3. 1st and 2nd Grades should play 5 mins extra time each way 'Golden Goal', otherwise the team on top of the ladder at the end of the roster shall be the winner. *(Have deleted, reducing players and 6 minutes of extra time and penalty strokes to be more in line with Hockey Tas and turf usage concerns)*

4. Washed Out Grand Final
   a. 1st and 2nd Grade *(see sport specific regulations)*
   b. For Years 7-10 the final shall be shared.

5. Drawn or Washed Out Semi-Finals
   a. The team higher on the ladder shall go through to the Grand Final.